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ACE (agent-based computational
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and game theories, 184
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and normative understanding, 181–2
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understanding, 180–1
and statistical validation, 187
ACE methodology, and computational
construction, 177, 179, 183
ACE modeling, 11–12
ACE models, and pedagogy, 201–2
ACE Trading World
and equilibrium, 191–6
an exposition, 191–3
and macro/micro relationship,
178–202
adaptive approach, and coordination
ﬂexibility, 367
AE/AP model, as framework for
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agent interaction, and passive
mediation, 176
agent rationality, and multiple
equilibria, 8
agent-based approach, and uncertain
outcomes, 234
agent-based computation economics.
See ACE

agent-based economics, and
A. Marshall, 31–2
agent-based ﬁnancial markets, and new
approaches, 221
agent-based markets, and simple
objectives, 234
agent-based modeling, and behavior
rules, 78–9
agent-based models
compared to representative agent
model, 231–2
and computer advances, 14–15
and current behavioral ﬁnance
research, 222
described, 10–12
and dynamics of heterogeneity, 221
and impressive explanations, 234
and policy invariance, 79
and policy questions, 234
and single risky asset, 224–32, 233
and their versatility, 234
agent-based simulations, and equilibrium issues, 45
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and the central bank, 78–9
and choices, 126–8
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distributions of sizes, 161
and DSGE, 67
and equilibrium, 184–5
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agents (cont.)
exchangeable, 161
and heterogeneity, 207–8
and their information, 179, 180, 181,
182, 184
and information-poor environment,
69, 77
and interaction, 179, 180–1, 184–5,
187, 344
interacting in dynamic systems, 177
and interdependent choice, 161,
163–7, 168, 169
and their knowledge, xiv–xv
and their lack of knowledge, 116,
123, 124–5
and learning process, 44
and their methods, 179, 184
in multi-agent systems, 205–6
and necessity for correct models, xvii
and optimal choice, 61
random partitions of sets, 161
range of identity, 177, 179, 184
and reasonable behavior, xiv
as software entities, 179
and strategic complementarities,
335–6
and dealing with uncertainty, 71
agents, representative. See representative agent, 204, 207
agents’ actions,
and their beliefs, 136, 139–42, 143–6
choices, and RPE, 135–7
aggregate behavior, and non-rational
choices, 233–4
aggregate economy, and mathematical
structure, 4–5
aggregate effects, and direct interaction,
xix–xx
aggregate level, and loss aversion, 233
aggregate outcomes, and individuals,
249
aggregate phenomena, and social
interaction, 98
alternative view, and four basic themes,
xiv
analytical macroeconomics, and MAS,
217–21

animal spirits
and analysis of the future, 73–4
and social interactions, 111–12
anthill theory
and an economy, 347–8, 361–2
and Post Walrasian adaptive
processes, 366–7
and Post Walrasian viewpoint, 347
and its rejection, 349
Arrow-Debreu theory, xv–xvii
asymmetric information, and Walrasian
economics, 176
asymptotic methods, and conducting
inference, 300
Austrian economists
and apriorism, 247
and Keynesian models, 58
autonomy, of agents, 182 table 3, 183
table 4, 184 table 5, 185–6, 205
backward-looking behavior, and
monetary policy, 359–61
Bayesian statistics, and model uncertainty, 121–2
b-convergence, income and growth,
117
behavioral ﬁnance, and rationality in
economics, 232
behavioral heterogeneity, and
dynamics, 221
bond rate, and stochastic trends, 326
bottom-up economics, and Post
Walrasians, 81
bounded rationality, and its difﬁculties,
208
bubble economies, 28
business cycle
and the Great Depression, 114
and money movement, 41
and social interactions, 111, 114
and K. Wicksell, 32
business cycle analysis, and New
Classicals, 66, 67
capital, and its marginal efﬁciency, 35
Capital Asset Pricing Model.
See CAPM
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capital assets, and how they are valued,
73, 75, 79
CAPM, 75–6
causality, theoretical/empirical treatment, 312
CEE (consistent expectations equilibrium), and stochastic process,
145–6
central bankers
and interest rates, 76
and uncertainty, 70, 71, 78–9
ceteris paribus assumptions, and statistical inference, 301, 304, 330
choice, dependent and independent,
164, 168
circular ﬂow, and ACE modeling, 190–1
classical economists, and treatment of
uncertainty, 71–4
Classical thought, and complex
macroeconomy, 47–50
classiﬁcation, 15–21, 15–16, 16–22
cluster effects. See combinatorial effects,
clusters of agents, non-homogeneous,
169–70
cobweb model, 149–52
cointegrated approach. See VAR
approach
collusion, and Walrasian economics,
176
combinatorial effects
and Japanese economy, 162, 167–8,
169
and Post Walrasian economics,
161–9, 170
communication
and agents, 185
macroeconomists and econometricians, 258–9
complementarity
and incentives to behave like others,
101–2, 109
and social forces, 108
complex adaptive system
and its characteristics, 178–9
and Post Walrasians, 82
complex dynamical systems, and
present-day versatility, 44–5
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complex system, and its characteristics,
178
complexity
and economics’ tools, 14–15
and MAS economy, 212
and Post Walrasian work, 47–9
complexity, and Santa Fe, 9
computational models, and
multi-agents, 207–8
computational power, and micro/
macro linkages, 205
computer generation, and games, 89
computer power, and MAS
macromodels, 220
consistent expectations equilibrium.
See CEE
constrained optimization, and
economic agents, 28–31
consumer dollars, rivalry for, 197–8
consumption, as function of current
income, 35
coordination
and its complexity, 7–9
and Great Depression, 348
and the market, 34
and rational expectations, 349–50
and U.S. economy, 347
coordination failure, 336
and government intervention, 346
and Walrasian economics, 176
coordination games
and coordination failure, 336–7
and government intervention, 338
and multiple equilibria, 336,
337–40
and number of players, 337
Cowles Commission
and apriorism, 247
and causal structures, 240
and distinguishing models, 260
and experimentation, 259
and identiﬁability tests, 281–2
and structural equation systems,
279
and theoretical knowledge, 240
and Walrasian apriorism, 247
and wrong notions, 286
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cross-country growth regression
and control variables, 117, 121
and its problems, 108–9
culture, and cross-country growth
differences, 108–9
data, cointegrated but nonstationary,
260, 262
decision theory, and psychological
games, 90
designing good policies, and exploiting
natural experiment, 275–6
destabilizing the economy, and
inﬂation, 356
direct interaction among individuals,
xiv
direct interaction,
among agents, xiv, xix
among individuals, basic theme of
alternative view, xiv
distributive justice, and monetary
theory, 27
DSGE (Dynamic Stochastic General
Equilibrium)
and aggregation problem, xiii
and CAPM, 75, 76
and designing good policies, 275–6
and model’s problematic results, xx
and the macroeconomic problem,
67
and the New Synthesis, 67–8, 70
and ordinary difference equations, 285
and simplicity, 161, 162
and social interactions, 111
and uncertainty, 75, 76–7, 79
and VARs, 68
and Walrasian question, 4–7
DSGE model
and Gaussian maximum likelihood,
287
and state space models, 287–90
dynamic models, and optimizing
behavior, 232–3
dynamic stochastic general equilibrium.
See DSGE.
dynamics, and adaptive processes,
28–30, 32, 36, 37

econometric analysis, and principles of
good practice, 301
econometric models, and Post
Walrasians, 93
econometrics
and combining with rational
expectations, 259
and development in 1940s, 52
and model uncertainty, 117
and social interactions models, 103–8
and statistical models, 287
and the theory of design, 240–1
and the theory of errors, 240–1
economic agents
and Alfred Marshall, 31–2
and constrained optimization, 28–31
economic reality
and identiﬁability, 279, 281
and intuition, 278
and mathematical puzzles, 278
economic systems, and how to understand them, 182–3
economic theory, and identifying
assumptions, 279
economy organization, and the anthill,
347–8
econophysicists, and MAS macromodels, 220
econophysics, and power laws, 223–4
Ellsberg Paradox, and model uncertainty, 125–6
emergence, in a MAS economy, 213,
220
empirical behavior, and inadequate
theory model, 326–9
empirical understanding, and ACE
research, 180–1
endogenous, distinguished from
exogenous, 306–7
endogenous effects, and how the group
affects the individual, 99
equilibrium
in ACE trading world, 191–6
and agents, 18, 40, 185
alternative notion of, xvii–xx
and Arrow-Debreu, xvi
convergence on, xviii–xxx
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in economy in continual movement,
xiv
and full employment, 32
and heterogeneity, 148–52
and information, xvi–xvii
and necessary information,
xvi–xvii
equilibrium point, and its different
deﬁnitions, 310–12
equity premium, and volatility, 224
exchange rate targeting, and monetary
policy, 361–2
exogenous effects, and how the
individual affects the group,
99
expansionary monetary policy, and
success despite academic theory,
362
expectation formation
and model uncertainty, 122–3,
124–5
and Walrasian economics, 176
expectations
and Post Walrasian theory, 358
and strategic complementarities,
335–6
and variations in inﬂation
hypotheses, 318–21
versus wait-and-see, 358–60
experimental economics, and
coordination games, 337
experimental games, and bad outcomes,
88
externalities, and Walrasian economics,
176
fashions, and strategic
complementarities, 335
Federal Reserve, and model uncertainty,
123
ﬁeld data, and Post Walrasian research,
91
ﬁnancial market, and model
uncertainty, 123–5
ﬁnancial markets
and behavioral results, 221
and empirical questions, 234
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and intuitive sense for functioning of
real markets, 221
ﬁscal policy, and monetary support,
54–7
ﬁnancial time series, and ﬁnancial
prices, 222
ﬁscal policy debate, and Keynesian
revolution, 53–4
Fisher, Irving, and distributive justice,
27
ﬂuctuations, and social interactions, 111
forecasting
and complicated dynamics,
xvii–xviii, xviii–xxi
and Walrasians, 7
free riders,
and ‘‘ﬁfteen small societies’’ project,
91
and natural selection, 88
and their punishment, 85
frequentists, and model uncertainty,
121–2
Friedman, Milton
and money supply as sole stabilizing
factor, 348–9
policymakers’ uncertainty, 348
full employment
and Alfred Marshall, 32, 33
full employment, and interest rate
targeting, 356
and IS LM, 357–8
and J.M. Keynes, 32–4, 36, 42
and monetary policy, 356
future, macroeconomics of, xx–xxi
game theories, and ACE, 184
game theory
in multi-agent systems, 205–6
stochastic, 90–1
games
and computer generation, 89
coordination. See coordination games
public goods, 83–84
theory of, 89–90
Gaussian maximum likelihood, and
economic models, 285, 291–5,
300
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GDP, and foreign exchange trading
volume, 224
general equilibrium theory,
and market-mediated interdependences, 97
and Léon Walras, 51
The General Theory, and the book’s
inﬂuence, 50–2
general-to-speciﬁc analysis, and
macroeconomic data, 301, 302,
329–30
goal-direction, 178
government intervention
and conﬁdence-building, 340
and coordination failures, 346
and coordination games, 338–47
and identiﬁcation problem, 335–6.
346
when less is better than more, 360–1
and multiple equilibria, 337–41, 346
and optimization problem, 340–1
and strategic complementarities,
335–6, 337–44
government policy
and identiﬁcation problem, 344–5
and multiple equilibria, 335–6,
337–41, 346
Great Depression
and coordination breakdown, 347
and government policy, 345–6
and laissez-faire, 53
and social interactions, 114
and stability, 32, 34, 35, 114
group, groups also see social interaction
group behavior, related to individual
decisions, 100–1
group effects, unobserved, 105–8
groups, membership in, 99
Hangman’s Paradox, and decision
theory, 90
heterogeneity, behavioral, 221
history of economics, structure of, 27
ideal model, and zero errors, 243
identiﬁability
and its abandonment, 281–3, 286

and economic reality, 286
identiﬁability tests, and Cowles
Commission, 281
identiﬁcation
and data generated by rational
expectations, 266
and exclusion of variables, 243–4
and government policy, 344–5
and multiple policy regimes, 273–4
and single-policy regimes, 273
and sound macroeconomic principles, 270–4
and technological complementarities,
342–4
identiﬁcation problems, and socioeconomic data, 103, 107, 108
identifying assumptions, and econometrics, 278–9
IGE (intertemporal general equilibrium
theory)
and Irving Fisher, 27–9
as intellectual trap, 44
income inequality, and social interactions, 114–15
increasing returns, and Austrian
economics, 28–9
increasing returns to scale, and aggregate ﬂuctuations, 111
incorrect inference, and DSGE models,
287
indeterminacy, and nonfundamental
shocks, 268–70
individual decisions
and baseline model, 100
factors in modeling, 99
and maximizing payoff function, 100
related to group behavior, 100
industrialization, and contributing
forces, 109–10
inefﬁciencies, and strategic complementarities, 335–6
inﬂation
and constant monetary growth rate,
356–7
and credible inﬂation targeting, 68
and the interest rate, 327–9
and model uncertainty, 123–5
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and money growth/productivity
growth, 303–5, 330
and nominal interest rates, 40–41
and real rate of interest, 350–4
and shocks, 308–10
and tradeoff with unemployment, 61
inﬂation hypotheses, and role of various
expectations, 318–23, 330
inﬂation rate, and cointegration with
interest rates, 326
inﬂation targeting
and coordinating individual
decisions, 6
in Japanese economy, 167
and learning from experience, 365–6
and its success, 362–7
and monetary policy, 361–2
and politicians, 365
and its success, 362–7
information effects, and social
interaction, 99–100
information
and continual adaptation, 234
and equilibrium, xvi–xvii
what kind is it, xvii
limited, 116, 176
perfect/less than perfect, 4, 5
how it is processed, xiv, xv, xvi, xvii,
7–8
and rational expectations, 141
who has it, xiv, xi
information effects, and social
interaction, 99–100
information-poor environments, and
agents, 77
instability
and New Keynesian model variant,
354–6
and Post Walrasian theory, 358
instability analysis, and rational
expectations, 351–4
institutions, and economic progress,
176–7
integration of coefﬁcients, and
theoretical/empirical interpretation, 312
intention, and Post Walrasians, 89–90
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interaction, and aggregate phenomena,
98
interaction, and its categories, 82–3
interaction, and computer-enabled
representation, 209
interaction, and general equilibrium
theory, 97
interaction, and identiﬁcation of parameters, 342, 346
interaction, and Post Walrasian man,
82–3
interactions, complex, 180 table 1, 181
table 2, 182 table 3, 183 table 4,
interactive agent behavior, and
aggregation, xix–xx
interdependency of agents, 163–7,
168–9
interest
and liquidity preference, 37
and loanable funds, 37
interest rate, and inﬂation, 327–9,
350–4
interest rate targeting, and full
employment, 356
interest rates, and central bankers, 76
international capital markets, and
domestic macroeconomy,
328–9
internet packet trafﬁc, and 224 trading
volume mechanisms, 224
intertemporal decision, 61
IS curve
and model uncertainty, 130
and New Keynesian model variant,
355–6
IS LM
its beneﬁts and limitations, 37
and coordination problem, 59
and full employment, 357–8
and, and J.M. Keynes’ equilibrium
model, 36, 37, 51–2
and monetarism, 58
and monetarist controversy, 39,
53–4
its persistence, 42
and Phillips curve, 60
and uncertainty, 58
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Japan
and its economy in the 1990s, 162–8
and liquidity trap, 162–3
Keynes, J.M.
and decisionmakers’ uncertainty,
348
and The General Theory, 50–2
and stabilizing systems, 348–9
and the macroeconomic problem,
62–3
Keynesian demand, and disequilibrium,
62
Keynesian macro model, and
macroanalysis, 52
Keynesians, and their diversity, 57–9
kurtosis
and ﬁnancial markets, 223
and heterogeneity, 221
labor force participation, and social
interactions, 111
laboratory work, and Post Walrasian
man, 83–92
laissez-faire, and economic policy, 53
language, and strategic complementarities, 335
large moves, and heterogeneity, 221
law of large numbers, and heterogeneity, 221–2
laws of motion
and learning models, 89
and science of handling uncertainty,
72
learning
and agents, 184
and economic life, 82
and macroeconomic models, 198
and model uncertainty, 124–5
mutual, 176
process in macroeconomics, 44
and rational expectations, 122–3,
124–5
by theorists from practitioners,
362–4
learning, and dealing with the
unknown, 139, 140

learning process, and ﬂuctuations in
expectations, 360–1
liquidity, and monetary policy, 361–2
liquidity preference, and interest, 37
liquidity rate, and inﬂation rate, 326–7
liquidity trap, and Japanese economy,
162–3
loanable funds theory, and interest, 37
long memory process, and time series,
224
long-term economic growth, and social
interactions models, 108–10
Lucas critique,
and cross-equation restrictions, 259
and intentional agents, 240–1
and linear rational expectations
models, 265–6
Lucas model, 152–5
macroeconometrics
and microeconomics, 278
and synthetic microanalysis, 251–7
macroeconomic catastrophes, and the
social order, 36
macroeconomic models,
and agent independence, 161
and their weaknesses, xiii
macroeconomic time series data, and
repeated observations, 240
macroeconomic/microeconomic relationship, and Leon Walras, 172–7
macroeconomics,
and identifying its problem, 245–8
its theoretical and applied branches,
1-2
macroeconomists
and relevant empirical evidence, 247
and what they know, 347
macroeconomy, construction of, 196
macropolicy, its meaning, 35
marginal physical productivity, and
colony behavior, 208–9
market crashes, and heterogeneity, 221
market power, and Walrasian
economics, 176
markets, and solving the uncertainty
problem, 76
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Marshall, Alfred
and methodological approach, 51
compared to Walras, 44–5
Marshallian econometrics, and how to
do it, 239
Marshallian methodology, and
Walrasian theory, 256–7
MAS (multi-agent systems),
and analytical macroeconomics,
217–21
large scale, 206–10, 214–15
small scale, 206
MAS macro model
and its artiﬁcial inhabitants, 210–15
and its development, 220
and its relevance, 216–18
mathematics, and theoretical macro,
168
ME (misspeciﬁcation equilibrium)
and best-performing models, 137
and underparametized forecasting
models, 146–59
methodology, and its advancement of
understanding, 183
micro/macro gulf, and its existence,
250, 256–7
micro/macro links, emergent, 204–5,
212–13, 216
microeconomic theory, and macroeconomic theory, 1–2
microfoundations
and archaeology, 248–9
and computational power, 203
and engineering, 248
and its health, 81, 84
and macro issues, 29–31, 90, 111,
112, 114–15
and macroeconomics, 207, 248, 249
and Phillips curve, 60–61
and the representative agent, 204,
207
microfoundations, of macroeconomics,
196, 203
microfoundations of economics, and
quantum physics, 249–50
micro-irrationality, and aggregate
ﬁnancial prices, 233

409

microtheoretical basis, and macroeconomics, 245
minimax preferences, and model
uncertainty, 126–8
misspeciﬁcation
and inability to detect, 136, 142–4
and Keynesian econometric models,
266
of models, 136. 144, 146, 290–1, 300
and optimal monetary policy, 148,
158–9
and RPE, 136–7, 142–4
of structural parameters, 259–60
misspeciﬁcation equilibrium. See ME,
misspeciﬁed models
and coordinating incentive, 154
and model averaging results, 122
model also see model space, model
uncertainty modeling models
cobweb, 149–52
as framework for macroeconomics,
52–3, 54
Harold/Domar, 57
of individual optimization, 52
Lucas, 152–5
random walk, 164
Solow growth, 57, 70
Walrasian type, 57
model space
ﬁxed and evolving, 122
and information, 116–17
and models local to baseline, 116
model uncertainty also see uncertainty.
and behavior, 116–18
and Ellsberg Paradox, 125–6
and econometrics, 117
and expectations formation, 122–3,
124–5
and the ﬁnancial market, 123–5
and learning, 124–5
and macroeconomics theory, 118,
120–28
and policy evaluation, 118, 128–34
and policymaking, 128–34
and preferences, 126–8
and total uncertainty, 118–22
and unobserved variables, 118
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modeling
uses for ACE, 200–1
agent-based, xx–xxi
and individual decisions, 100
and its limitations in early macro
work, 49–51
models
and credible identifying restrictions,
260
game-theoretic, 80, 83
and Keynesian/monetarist debate, 57
linear rational expectations, 265–6
misperceived, 144
multiplier accelerator, 354, 356
nonlinear, 145
and robustness, 117
and self-conﬁrming equilibrium,
144–6
of social interaction, 97–115
and teaching, 52
and testability, xiv, 12–1
and testable conclusions, xiv
true, 116
Walrasian, 187–90
modern macro debate, and suitable
terminology, 15–21, 15–16, 16–22
modern macroeconomics, and Robert
Lucas, 249
monetarism, 28
and the monetarist controversy,
39–41, 45
and monetary policy, 361–2
and Robert Lucas, 43
monetarists,
and their diversity, 57–9
and neoclassicals, 54–7
monetary growth rate, and inﬂation,
356–7
monetary policy
and backward-looking behavior,
359–60
and full employment, 356
and the growth rate of output,
354–6
and liquidity, 361
and misspeciﬁcation, 148, 155–9
and monetarism, 361

and natural rate of unemployment,
360–61
and Post Walrasian approach, 71
and NeoClassical/NeoKeynesian
debate, 53–7
and Post Walrasian viewpoint, 347
practiced in advance of monetary
theory, 362–5
and rational expectations
equilibrium, 355, 359–60
and systemic stability, 367
and theory of less intervention, 360–1
and uncertainty, 348
what is a good one?, 266–73
monetary theory
and Irving Fisher, 27
monetary theory, and relation to
policy, 361–2
and Kurt Wicksell, 27
money, and strategic complementarities, 335, 336
money demand
and motives for holding money, 305
and VAR analysis, 321–6
money supply, in Japanese economy,
167
multi-agent systems. See MAS,
multiple equilibria
and complementarity, 101–2
and coordination games, 336, 337–41
and government intervention, 337–8,
341, 346
and government policy, 335–6,
337–41, 344–6
and Lucas model, 152–5
and uncertainty, 166–7, 168
multiplier analysis, and Keynes’ role,
49, 53–4
multipliers, social, 102
NAIRU ( natural rate of unemployment), 34–5, 41–2
how is it achieved, 41–2
and Milton Friedman, xv, 41–2
and full employment equilibrium, 43
and monetary policy, 360–1
and Say’s Law, 42
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neoclassical economics, original, 44
neoclassical synthesis, its evolution,
37–8, 43–4, 45
neoclassical theory, and its shifting
foundations, 28–31
NeoClassical/NeoKeynesian synthesis,
47, 53–60
neoKeynesian synthesis model, 6, 14,
37–8
network effects, and model bias, 209
new classical macroeconomists, and
Walrasian theory, 245, 247–8
New Classical revolution
comparative to intertemporal, 60
and its origins, 63–8
and Post Walrasian work, 47
New Classical work
and DSGE, 5
and its elements, 65–7
New Keynesian economics, and
contracts, 62–3
New Keynesian model variant, and
instability, 354–6
New Keynesian work, and DSGE, 5
New Synthesis
and clarity, 14
and its components, 70
and DSGE, 67–8
Newcomb’s Paradox, and decision
theory, 90
nonlinear models, and bounding the
stochastic state, 145–6
normative understanding, and good
economic designs, 181–2
objective models, and confrontation
with real-world data, 367
optimization problem, and
government policy, 340–1
output growth, and monetary policy,
354–6
partial equilibrium, and Alfred
Marshall, 51
path dependence, static model/
stochastic model concepts,
313

411

peer effects, and social interaction,
99–100, 109
perceived law of motion. See PLM,
persistence, of volatility, 223
Phillips curve
and backward-looking behavior,
359–61
and excessive inﬂation, 144
and model uncertainty, 136
and New Classical revolution,
60–61
and New Keynesian model variant,
355–6
PLM (perceived law of motion),
and forecasting models, 142–4
policy
and dynamics, xx, 4–7
and monetary theory, 361–2
its role, 53
and stabilizing mechanisms, 348–9
policy intervention, Post Walrasian
role, 78
policy invariance, and agent-based
models, 79
policy shocks
and SVAR analysis, 245–6
and VARs, 260
policymakers, and data analysis, 300
policymaking, and model uncertainty,
128–34
population genetics, and Post Walrasian
economics, 161
Post Walrasian
agenda, and its components, 16–23
approach compared to Classical
approach, 13
basics, xiv, 12–17
econometric practice, 286
economics, and modeling money
demand, 305
literature, and ever-shifting
relationships, 350, 353
macro feasibility, 15
research program as alternative, 1
as term for new macro
developments, 15–16
tool kit, 162, 171, 177, 178
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Index

Post Walrasian man, characteristics of,
80–82, 93
Post Walrasian macro, and its
development, 14–15
Post Walrasian perspective, and
monetary policy, 347
Post Walrasian program, and stable
economics, 256
Post Walrasian success, and adaptive
processes, 366–7
Post Walrasian theory, and expected
instability problem, 358
Post Walrasian thought, and anthill
viewpoint, 347
Post Walrasian uncertainty, and
technology, 78
Post Walrasian work, and how agents
operate, 69
Post Walrasians
and agent-based modeling, 78–9
and disciplined research, 80–81
and DSGE, 7
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